Modified Pancake Switches #769 R, B, Y & G #766 (Set of 4)

USER’S GUIDE

For Technical Support:
Call our Technical Service Department
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. (EST)
1-800-TEC-TOYS or 1-800-832-8697
customer_support@enablingdevices.com
New and improved! We’ve added a 3/8” low rim to make it even easier to activate. Just touch the sensitive outside rim anywhere and you can activate any toy or device. Comes with a clear cover for your photographs or icons. Size 5 3/8”D.

**Operation:**

1. The Pancake Switch does **not** require any batteries to operate.

2. Plug the Pancake Switch into the jack on your switch-adapted toy/device.

3. If it is necessary for you to use an adapter, make sure that you use a MONO adapter, not a STEREO adapter.

4. Make sure that the connection between the Pancake Switch and your toy/device is tight. There should be no gaps.

5. Simply press anywhere on the Pancake Switch, to activate your toy/device.

6. The toy/device will only remain activated while the Pancake Switch continues to be actuated. Once you release the switch, the toy/device will turn off.

7. To remove the clear cover from the switch, using a quarter, place the quarter under the lip of the clear cover and turn (See Fig.1). This will release the vacuum which holds the cover in place. Only apply enough force to remove cover. (See Fig. 2).

8. When replacing the clear cover be sure to line up the small notch in the cover with the switch cord exiting from the base. If not the cover will not sit on the switch plate properly.

**Troubleshooting:**

**Problem:** The Pancake Switch does not activate your toy/device.

**Action #1:** Make sure that the Pancake Switch is on a flat surface (not tilted or vertical). This provides for optimal functioning.

**Action #2:** Make sure that the connection between the Pancake Switch and your toy/device is tight. There should be **no** gaps. This is a common error and an easy fix.

**Action #3:** Try a different switch with your toy/device to rule out the toy/device as the source of the problem.

**Action #4:** Try a different adapter (if applicable) to rule this out as the source of the problem.

**Care of Unit:**

The Pancake Switch can be wiped clean with any household multi-purpose cleaner and disinfectant. We recommend Simple Green, which is a non toxic biodegradable all-purpose cleaner.

**Do not submerge** the unit, as it will damage the contents and the electrical components.

**Do not use abrasive cleaners,** as they will scratch the surface of the unit.